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INTRODUCTION 

During 1988, The Swedish Committee ·for Afghanistan ( SCA) offices in 
Peshawar, Pakistan, · received a series of disturbing field reports of 
epidemic insect infestations from many of Afghanistan~s, war isolated, 
northern provinces. These reports indicated that at least two species of 
insects were annually destroying vast acreages of wheat, the staple foo d of 
Afghanistan. 

In response, the SCA mounted a survey of the entire northern provinces . 
to specifically validate and quantify the scale of this reported crop 
~estruction. In addition to despatching some 30 trained surveyors to 
carry out this major task, the SCA decided to send the two of us (as a 
specialised field monitoring team) to make an assessment of the overall 
~gric~tural and economic situation in the north western province of 
Badghis, a ·reputed center of infestation. 

This report forms a subjective summery of our £~dings and conclusions , 
following a 25 day, horse mounted, tour of the Mujahideen controlled areas 
~f central and eastern Badghis. 

lat AUGOST 1989 

PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN. 
-------------
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AGRICULTURAL LAND USE OF THE REGION 

·-
A_ LIVESTOCK. GRAZING 

Throughout Badghis Province the principal land use is livestock 
grazing, as the vast majority of the province is covered by a layer of 
highly water retentive, loess soil, which moistened by consistent winter 
and/or spring precipitations produces a pasture of fine~ temperate grasses, 
for some part o£ each year. 

· This annual growth of fodder gives the province the capacity to carry 
relatively high livestock numbers, compared to most other provinces of 
Afghanistan. As a result, almost all family groups appeared to own some 
sheep and goats, usually run as a mixed flock, and many own cattle but in 
smaller numbers. It also seems that most of these fami l y groups own both 
livestock and cropping land, and vacate their permanent village homes dur ing 
the summer months, to tend their livestock on the extensive pasture lands. 

Basically, the Province experiences a Mediterranian type climate, of 
cold/wet winters and hot/dry summers, and can be divided by altitude into 
three main grazing zones, which each year, £or quite specific lengths of 
time, produce thousands of hectares of temperate pasture. 

ONE. The earliest "grazing zone" is represented by all the uncultivated land 
below 900m, and extends down to the provincial limit of 400m. · This zone 
basically consists of the moat northerly regions that border the 
Afghan/Russian frontier. In contrast to much of the Province, this zone 
experiences only light precipitations (as rain or non-settling snow) which 
mainly fall during the November to February period. The relatively warm 
~inter temperatures of this zone enable it to produce winter .and early 
spring pasture growth. 

Traditionally, livestock graze these low lying regions from the late 
autumn through to April, by which time the pasture grasses have matured and 
dried-off, and drinking water for both stock and herders has become scarce 
to absent. 

rwo. The second grazing zone to become available after winter is represented 
by all the uncultivated land lying between 900m .and 2,000m in altitude. 
3now£alls of about lOOcm deep settle over · this land from early December · 
through to March, at which time a £lush of spring pasture growth is produced 
that provides grazing until mid June. 

Amid a these early summer grazing zones, the majority of the 
' ?rovince#s, non-irrigated, cropland can be found. 

~- The third, and seasonally latest, grazing zone is the represented by 
~11 the unc~tivated land over 2,000m, which rises to a provincial altitude 
limit of 3,500m. Heavy snow£alls in excess of 150cm cover this land from 
nid November through to late April, producing excellent pastures from May 
xntil September. ~ 
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During the late summer/autumn months, both pasture fodder and running 
water become increasingly scarce. By about September, the livestock herders 
begin to drive their animals down from the summer grazing zones. to the 
perennially watered valleys, where cultivated fodder. supplies such as wheat 
straw, dried' bay, and barley (in good crop years) have been stored to 
maintain the animals throughout the long winter months, until spring. Due 
to the very low winter temperatures and thick snowfalls, most of the 
livestock are housed in the villages, and stall-fed from November through to 
March (four months}. 

The main livestock species are sheep (fat-tailled), goats (feral), and 
cattle, but significant numbers of donkeys and horses were also seen. Sheep 
and goats, usually run in mixed flocks, were seen to be the predominant 
(80%) livestock type, producing a major supply of food, fiber, and hide. We 
found that almost all family groups owned and grazed a flock of sheep/ goats, 
irrespect ive of their other farming practices. Cattle herds, of small 
temperate looking breeds, were commonly seen but in much fewer numbers than 
sheep or goats. They appeared thin and to fair less well than the 
sheep/goat fl9cks, but villages explained that significant cattle numbers 
~ere essential to provide the huge number of draught oxen required to 
=ultivate the province~s extensive dryland cropping acreage (no tractor 
~wnership was recorded during our tour, although we did hear of some units 
in use around Government controlled Qala-i-now). 

The province#s population of donkeys and horses has apparently 
increased during the war because of the total absence of vehicle 
transportation over much of the region, and to the necessity of maintaining 
food "imports" into these regions. Today, without the aid of these pack 
~n~als, the majority of villages in Badghis could not ex~st. 

In economic terms, the maintenance· of high livestock numbers 
(particularly sheep and goats), is a condition of critical importance to the 
~elfare of this region~s people . . In · the absence of a rural banking system 
the animals represent huge reserves of village capital that are built up 
iuring favorable farming years, and drawn down in times of hardship. These 
~~ala not only supply their owners with an invaluable source of milk, 
neat, wool, ·and skins, but when sold in the regional bazaars, they also 
9rovide the means to purchase a wide range of essential, imported, items 
3Uch as ghee, salt, tea., sugar, clothing, medicine, and household utensils. 
rn addition, during years of grain deficit, the cash from livestock sales is 
~sed to procure wheat throughout the deficit period, enabling families ·to 
~emain on their lands. 

3. DRYLAND CROPPING 

Dryland, or non-irrigated, cropping, constitutes the second largest 
land use in Badghis, and is the principal source of the region~a grain 
?reduction. Most village communities appear to cultivate an extensive area 
Jf the natural grassland (chaman) each year, and aow this non-irrigated land 
Ln a variety of crops. Of the total acreage planted, the principal crops 
1re wheat (75%) .for local bread baking, melena (25%)for local consumtion by 
Joth humans and livestock, linseed (5%) for local cooking oil, and barley 
~5%) primarily for stock fodder. · 
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C. IRRIGATED CROPPING 

Irrigated - cropping constitutes the smallest land use area in the 
Province, arid is restricted to typically narrow strips of land under 900m in 
altitude, that lie along the each of regions few permanent river valleys. 
The range of irrigated crops grown is wide but includes wheat (75%), barley, 
maize, tobacco, lucerne, and vegetables. In addition, the watered valleys 
support a significant number of timber and fruit trees. 

Note: all 1989~s potential fruit production, from trees growing in land 
above l,OOOm, was lost to a severe spell of frost that struck in early April 
(this includes most of the region's wild Pistachio crop). 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

A. VEHICLE 

Vehicle transportation within the region is more limited today ·than it 
was before the war, and is restricted basically to one main route that runs 
from Herat city to the provincial capital of Eadghia, Qala-i-Now. From 
Qala-i-Now city, lying in the centre of the province, motorable "tracks" (a 
word not to be confused with "roads") in various states of disrepair, snake 
their way to the Mujahideen controlled bazaars of Sang-i-Atesh, Darra-i-Bum, 
and Langar. Twin axle trucks appear to be able to run from Qala-i-Now, 35km 
due north to Sang-i-Atesh, 40km north east to Darra-i-Eum via Reg~e 
controlled Magur, and 50km south east to Langar via Reg~e controlled Qadis 
(from where vehicles can travel 25km east to the minor bazaar of Gulchin). 
Vehicles can no longer travel to the District centres of Jawand, Morghab, 
nor Ghormach (nor onward to Qaysar, in Fariab Province). · 

The only road bridge across the deep Morghab river is intact, but lies 
in the Regime controlled town of Morghab (our horses had to swim this 
obstacle, while we were ferried across on a raft made of empty oil drums). 

B. ANIMAL 

To accommodate this lack of vehicle transport, the population of the 
t"Ural areas operate a large number of pack animals. . These animals are 
principally donkeys, but horses and to a lesser extent camels are also used 
co move both Man and produce around the region.. Trekking tra~la, typically 
no wider than a dinner plate, appear to interconnect all the region~a 
villages with each other and to the important neighboring centres by a . 
~ewildering maze of uncharted routes (few of them appear on the 1:250,000 
scale maps). · 

(6) 
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THE LOCUST PROBLEM 

The principal species of locust responsible for the current cycle of 
crop destruction in Badghis was identified to be the small (20mm - 38mm in 
adult length) Moroccan Locust (Dociostanrus marocoanus). In all observed 
nymph bands, and adult swarms, the Moroccan species appeared to constituted 
80 % - 100% of a total grouping, with the similar looking Italian Locust 
species (Calliptamus italicus and C. turanicus) making up the balance (if 
any) of a group~s population. 

Note: Although areas of the province where Italian Locust · form the 
predominant species have not, as yet, been identified, it is suspected that 
the bulk of Italian Locust egg laying (and thus hopper development) may be 
~ccurring in ecological zones quite different to those of the Moroccan 
species. As such, whenever this report details locust habitat or behavior , 
~e are probably describing ONLY the characteristics of the predominant 
1oroccan species. 

In Badghis, flightless locust nymphs or "hoppers" begin to emerge from 
the soil in early April. These nymphs, forming into concentrated groupings 
~r "bands", proceed to hop around the hatching region in search of succulen~ 
~egetation upon which to feed. In the prime hatching regions the bulk of 
5Uch vegetation happens to be immature cereal crops. After a development 
period of about one month, the hoppers begin to emerge in May as mature 
~inged adults. The adults locusts, now' able to extend their feeding to 
~egions outside their hatching zones, proceed to mate, and begin to lay egg 
?Ods from late June through to mid July. The adult locusts appeared to feed 
3Xclusively on wheat, the most extensively planted crop in the region, from 
~pril through to July, but are reported to devour any green vegetation where 
immature wheat crops are not available. After egg laying, the locust life 
~ycle is complete, and the adults die, leaving their progeny to over-winter 
in egg pods buried some 15mm beneath the soil surface. 

In Badghis, it appears that the locust infestation can be divided into 
~reas that . exist within two main ecological zones, that relate closely to a 
~ombination of altitude, contour, and cropping patterns. These zones are: 

\. Primary infestation zones 

Such areas are prime egg laying, egg hatching, hopper and adult 
Eeeding, zones. These ecological niches are areas that (a) lie between 
l,400m and 2,000m, and (b) are of a predominantly gently eloping gradient 
:less than 50 degrees) that permits extensive cereal crop cultivation. 

In spring (early March to late April) the primary infestation areas 
?reduced a lush growth of temperate pasture, and where cultivated fine non
Lrrigated crops. However by in early May, with the rising Summer 
~emperatures, this natural pasture begins to mature and dry-of£, leaving 
Jnly the ~ature wheat and barley crops as possible food sources for the 
~ontinued development of locust nymphs. 
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In normal years, a large proportion (20% - 70%) of the natural 
?asture land of the primary infestation areas is annually cultivated and 
3own in crops such as wheat (75%), melons (25%), and barley (5%). Howeve~, 
in 1989, over most of the primary infestation areas, · farmers had 
3ignificantly reduced this seeded area from 25% - 75% of the 1987 seeded 
Eigure. 

3. Secondary infestation zones 

These zones are p r ime adult feeding areas, but do . not appear to support 
~arge scale egg hatching. The secondary infestation zones are areas that 
·a) lie between 1,000 - 1,500m, and (b) produce crops that are still 
.mmature during the period of adult swarming. In years when large hopper 
)opulations in the primary infestation areas, survive to maturity (as in 
.988) adult locusts migrate during early June to mid July to these lower 
.ying areas, and cause extensive damage to all types of immature crops. 

THE 1989 LOCUST INFESTATIONS 

In 1989, the farmers of the primary infestation areas explained that 
~ irst nymph emergence began during the first week of April in the lower 
·egions (1,500m) and continued through to mid May at the higher elevations 
2~000m). Farmers insist that locusts nymphs (hoppers), rather than the 
arger adults, inflict the greatest amount of damage to their crops. Thi~ 
.ay be because, as hoppers, the locusts are concentrated within the pr~ 
nfestation (egg hatching) areas, but at maturi.ty begin to fly and are 
arried by wind currents, and scattered across both primary and secondary 
nfestation areas. In addition, much of the adult~s lif~time seem to be 
aken up with mating (often 2 or 3 males were seen to be simultaneously 
ttempting to copulate with 1 female) and, for the female, egg laying; 
ursuits which seem to restrict feeding sessions. 

By early June ~gg the nymphs began to emerge as mature, winged, adults, 
nd by mid June were· seen flying in low density swarms extending their 
eeding into the secondary infestation areas. However from all accounts, it 
eems clear that the number of swarms descending into these secondary 
nfestation areas was considerably fewer this year than in the 1988 season. 

Throughout the month of June .the adults were mating, and by late June 
he females were beginning to insert egg pods beneath the dry uncultivated, 
~sture lands. The survey team departed the region in late June, but 
~rmers informed us that the females would continue to lay eggs until mid 
~ly, and that all locusts would die by late July. 

fA\ 
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From all accounts it appears that the 1989 locust problem is part of an 
expanding cycle of behavior that began in the spring of 1986. The more 
elderly farmers explained that similar cycles of locust infestations had 
~ccurred from time to t~e before the war, but that the Government had 
~lways come to their aid and launched a major control programme during the 
early years of an infestation. Reportedly, the Government programme 
employed a number of 4 x 4 vehicles equipped with powerful motorised ''power 
:lusters" to apply pure 12% BHC powder over many of the primary infestation 
~reas. It would seem that this pre-war, bilaterally (Russia/Afghanistan) 
=antral programme had· been effective. It~s reported that the present Regime 
=laims that this programme is still operating effectively. 

In the region covered by our survey .(central and eastern Badghis) it 
~ppears that the 1986 outbreak developed, unchecked, from two primary 
infestation areas, "Nakhchirestan" and "Daste Lalaby". For the next two 
3easons (1987/88) the locusts were able to multiply almost unchecked and 
~xtended their infestations into all the primary infestation zones of the 
5urrounding regions. 

The ample availability of prime feeding areas in Badghis allowed the 
noderately severe infestations of 1986 and 1987 to multiply into 
Lnfestations of epidemic proportions during the summers of 1988 and 1989. 
vithin our survey Tegion, farmers reported crop losses of 80 -100% during 
Joth years, some of which we witnessed. During 1988, both the primary and 
3econdary infestation zones were seriously infested, but in 1989 only the 
~rimary ·zones received extensive crop damage. As such the total area of 
Locust infestation and crop destruction, appears to have peaked during the 
3ummer of 1988. 

However as a result of the severe economic hardships caused by the 1988 
Lnfestations, the farming communities of the infestation zones, in 
iesperation ,_ planned and mounted a series of concerted efforts to combat the 
L989 locust infestations. In addition, during the early half of 1989 at 
Least one animal agent, and one spe~l of severe cold, appears to have 
1ugmented these local control activities. These 1989 control factors can be 
iivided into three main categories. These are as follows: 

\.. STAGE OF GROWTH: DORMANT EGGS 

During mid summer from late June and into July, the mature female 
~ocusts settle in swarms on areas of uncultivated pasture land, and in 
!onfined groups proceed to insert their tails some 30mm beneath the dry soi l 
>urface, and deposit pods of eggs. These eggs remain dormant throughout the 
rinter months (protected from the worst of the freezing temperatures by a 
~hick layer of snow) until developing and emerging as miniature nymphs (or 
1ingless juveniles) in the spring (early April to late May). The following 
!Ontrol methods were directed at ·this stage: 
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SOIL SMO~NG OF EGG PODS: Egg field sites were located, by the aer i e 
pencil sized holes visible on the ground surface in early spring (late 
February to late March) as soon as the winter snows had melted. . These 
were then divided into a series of circular areas, each of approximate l i 
meters in radius (egg fields are typically ringed by some 5 -10 of such 
circles. The moist, stone free, soil of the p r ime zones was then taken 
shallow pits dug into the ground surroundin each circle of eggs. As i + 
dug the soil was thrown on top of pasture within the circle. The soil · 
then spread evenly within the circle and compacted by foot to form a lOc 
15cm hard layer above the natural ground surface. This layer apparent! 
disrupts hopper hatching, or at least hopper emergence, from the egg pod 

EFFECTIVENESS: Soil smothering appears to be a relatively time and cost 
efficient method of locust control, but was n o t seen to have been a co 
employed practice. This may have been due to the preference for the ott. 
egg control method (detailed below), which has the advantage of allowin 
~entralized monitoring. 

REMOVAL OF EGG PODS: Again, sites of egg pod sites were located in ear ..... 1 

spring, but under this method villagers simply dug up the pods, placed 
in a sacks., and removed the pods to various village inspection and weigl: 
sites. After weighing and recording, the egg pods were placed - in a dee~ 
to be fed to chickens or simply buried. 

EFFECTIVENESS: From late February through to late March 1989, nearly al 
village communities that cultivate land within one of the pr~e egg layi , 
zones seem to have conducted some form of organised, compulsory, egg pod 
gathering programme. Typically such programmes required every male bet~ 
the ages o f 10 and 60 to gat er one seer (7-8 Kg) of pods during the ear· 
spring, before nymph emergenc e_ The 1989 egg p o ' .. ction programmes ., 
~pparently well organised, effected, and recorded . ands of ·men 
throughout the Province were apparently active each day in the primary 
infestation zones for a period of some 30 days. The records that we sa 
indicated that even a small village community of 500 families · (Gumbad) . 1 

~ble to gather and crush 8,400 kg of pods during this period (NIFA'Partr 
~ommanders reported a total pod collection of 20,300 kg, and Harakat ·a t 
:>f 14,000 kg)- . . 

B. STAGE OF GROWTH: NYMPHS (1st to 5th In.stara)_ 

:-,: ... 
,; 

From _late April until mid May, minute (5mm) wingless nymphs . begin t < 
~merge from the egg pods laid beneath the soil the previous summer;·-' and. 
forming concentrated grOUJ?S or "banda" proceed to hop around their · ·regie~ 
:>irth in search of succulent vegetation upon which -to feed. The -~ nymphs 
3Ucceaafully feeding hopper bands grow rapidly, passing through 5.::·akin.'".: __ -
noulting stages or "Instars", until they reach adulthood after a·: ~ fo:od an< 
:.emperature dependent period of about 40 days. The following ·£actora·..;appE 
:.o have reduced the 1989 hopper population: · :~-:~~-?--: ~ ~~~.:~.~! ~-- · 

· · ~ill~~ 
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CROP ACREAGE REDUCTIONS: The severity of crop losses within the primary 
infestation zones during the summe~ of 1988, resulted in a drastic reduct i c 
of wheat planting in the autumn/spring of 1988/89. This was caused by a 
combination of factors such as: 

* Farmer~s fear of repeated crop . losaes, after many had failed to even 
recover their seed from the 1988 crop. 

* Lack of seed, resulting from a combination of low yields in 1988 and hig 
prices for imported wheat (forcing many families to eat their own seed 
stocks). 

* Lack of draught oxen, as a result of oxen having been eaten, or sold to 
~vercome a family~s acute food shortages. 

~ Lack of man-power, in the very worst effected areas, due to the ·migration 
:Jf families no longer able to pay for "import" grain. 

The hoppers of 1989, to successfully mature, where dependent on a whea~ 
~creage at least as extensive as the crop of 1988. Therefore, the major 
=rep reductions of 1989 meant that the hopper bands faced a greatly reduced 
feeding area throughout the spring and early summer of 1989. This passive, 
:Jr indirect, control action may have caused many hoppers bands to starve to 
ieath during the April to May hatching period. 

~FFECTIVENESS: It seems possible that where crop acreage reductions were 
3ignificant, as in Nackchirestan and Lalaby, the resultant reduction of 
?Otential hopper feeding area may have significantly reduced the percentage 
~f hoppers reaching adulthood. 

3IRD ATTACKS: Farmers reported that a single species of migratory bird, 
mown locally as "Saraki", appeared in unusually large numbers during the 
:irst week of May. The birds then proceeded to attack and eat the bands of 
1oppers. However it seem that the b~ds were only -active in some of the 
'rime infestation areas, reportedly avoiding those areas that were devoid of 
:unning water. The farmers explained that flocks of around 100 birds, after 
:ircling an area, would descend upon the hopper bands and (if _ the hoppers 
1ad not been dusted with BHC) dec~ate an entire band within minutes. Each 
)ird would kill many more locusts _than it ate "as if the birds enjoyed the 
:illing more than the eating .. , the admiring farmers explained. After each 
:illing/eating session the birds, reportedly, like to visit some watery 
>lace to drink and/or to cool down (we observed the birds bathing on · 
1umerous occasions). At the t~e of our arrival in early June, this bird 
1ttack activity appears to have stopped throughout the region. Although we 
Titnessed flocks of the bird (not as yet identified) flying over both hopper 
md adult populations, we did not witness any attacks or feeding. 

~FFECTIVENESS: Farmers of the pr~ary infestation zones reported that the 
lirds were responsible for 0% 35% o£ their area~s - total hopper kill. 

(11) 
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FROST CHILLING: . Around first week of April, a period of freezing weather 
swept across the entire province, causing an almost complete loss of fruit 
blossom (Pistachio, Walnut, Apricot, Apple, Grape) in all regions over 900m 
in altitude_, It seems likely as some hoppers had appeared by this time, 
that this cold spell caused a significant number of hopper deaths, but 
farmers could not confirm this suspicion. 

EFFECTIVENESS: NO INFORMATION 

Direct control measures implemented by local villagers_ 

Soon after hatching the locust nymphs or "hoppers" congregate into 
:iistinct groups or "bands", whose .population can number over 100,000 
individuals. The bands then proceed to "march" around the immediate region 
for about 40 days feeding upon any suitable food sources, such as immature 
~heat crops, that falls within their path. Whenever these marching bands 
~pproached crop areas, the crop owners appeared to have conducted a 
~oncerted effort to reduce the level of potential damage by employing one or 
nore of the £·allowing control measures:. 

~S BURNING: Though we did not witness this activity, nor assess its 
~ffectiveness, we did see extensive areas of blackened grassland in the 
?rimary 'infestation areas where this technique had been employed. The 
~esponsible farmers, set fire to the mature pasture grasses in May in the 
1ope that the wind would blow the fire into a band of marauding hoppers. 
1owever all the interviewed farmers cla~ed that grass burning was an 
Lneffective control method for hoppers, and many farmers were angered by 
~his practice cla~ing that it destroys large areas of stock fodder without 
iestroying nymphs which simply hop away from the slowly moving, "cool", 
:ire. The crops themselves are too ~ature to catch fire. · 

~FFECTIVENESS: At best farmers estimate that the fires may have been 
~esponsible for 1% -2% of all hoppers killed by village control actions. 

!HC DUSTING: Farmers first locate hopper bands within prox~ity to their 
>wn crops and proceed to surround the often extensive (1,250 sq/m - 5~000 
;q/m) formations, and drive the hoppers into a more compact formation. · Once 
~his is complete, the farmers proceed to quickly scatter handfuls of 
>owdered "BHC 12%'" insecticide (ideally diluted by mixing with dry soil or 
Lsh at a 1 kg/BHC : 10 kg/Soil ratio) into the air above the agitated 
LOppers. The grey to brown ''dusting" compound marks the hoppers that are 
:oated by the application. Once all hoppers have been coated by the dust, 
~he farmers leave the locusts to slowly die (10 - 15 minutes), and proceed 
~o hunt for further bands. 
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iFFECTIVENESS: Despite the capital cost of procuring the chemical, farmers 
~eport that BHC dusting is their preferred control method because it is 
Lighly effective (99% of dusted locusts die), simple to apply, and light to 
:ransport (compared to water based sprays). · However all farmers complained 
:hat they would like to have bought more chemical, and to have received the 
i.t earlier. 

Jete: In 1989 farmers paid a minimum of Afs 1, 000 for a 25kg bag of BHC , . 
-1hich did not reach them until late April at the earliest. As the prime 
'dusting season" is little more than one month, late delivery greatly 
~estricts this chemicals potential effectiveness. Even at Afs 2,000 per bag 
~ a price many farmers paid) BHC remains a highly cost effective chemical, 
~elative to other possible insecticides. However its highly toxic and 
~nvironmentally persistent characteristics pose a considerable concern, and 
1 good case for its banishment after the war. 

~CH BURYING: Once again, the villages (often young boys) first · locate a 
topper band or bands moving in the vicinity of their crops. They then 
)roceed to dig a narrow trench or series of trenches into the soft soil 
~ypical of the primary infestation zones. The floor of the trenches are dug 
~o at least a 50cm depth, with occasional hollows dug along this floor 
mother 30cm deeper. The trenches measure some 30 - 40cm wide, and· appear 
~o run to any length over 2 meters (trenches 100 meters long, that combine 
1s hopper barrier walls, were observed during the survey). This complete, 
;he villagers, flapping their cloaks or "patoos" ( blankets of 101 uses), 
lrive the hoppers together and windward into a prepared trench. Having 
:allen into the trench, the hoppers are unable to jump or crawl out over the 
rertical walls. As soon as all the hoppers of one band have been driven 
.nto a trench, one or two men proceed to brush them into the hollows spaced 
llong the floor, with shovels, and then crush the concentrated hoppers by 
;tamping shovelfuls of soil upon them. 

:FFECTIVENESS: This method appears highly effective, if somewhat labour 
.ntensive, and was apparently popular with the farmers in the early part of 
~he season, when perhaps moist soil conditions and cool air temperatures 
:acilitated the digging. However many farmers were seen still "trenching" 
.nearly June. This, they explained, was because their BHC ·had run out, and 
.hey had neither the time nor money to bring more from the distant bazaars. 

TALL BUILDING: The construction of 1 meter high soil or turf walls was used 
.n some areas to prevent .hoppers from advancing into an area o£ crop. Some 
·f these walls ran for several hundreds of meters, and in some cases 
·ombined a trench/pit system to allow farmers to c ·apture and crush any 
.dvancing hopper bands. 

:FFECTIVENESS: Walling appears to be extremely labour intensive unless the 
'all combines as a barrier to the movement of livestock (as was the case in 
:ome locations)_ The barriers only become effective control measures when 
ombined with trenches that enable the crushing of hoppers. 
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KNAPSACK SPRAYING: Late in the h~per· season about 750 liters of the potent 
insecticide, Methavin, together with an appropriate number of Brazilian 
knapsack sprayers and trained application staff, arrived in the Province 
from Pakistan (a Swedish Committee for Afghani.stan funded operation) . 
Despite some-mishandling of this shipment by the local Mujahideen 
=ommanders, the chemical did reach some of the farmers from late May through 
to mid June. The late arrival meant that most, if not all the chemical was 
applied to adult, as opposed to nymph, locust groupings. 

EFFECTIVENESS: All farmers who had access to the water based chemical 
~eportedly were impressed by its short killing time; "half the knockdown 
time" as that of BHC, they claimed. However as much of this chemical was 
~ot applied by trained applicators, as had been planned, much of it may have 
~een applied in excessively concentrated dilutions. Reportedly, the need to 
ferry water from the often distant river valleys up to the primary 
infestation zones in order to operate the knapsack sprayers, only posed a 
ninor problem to the farmers (one, well out weighed by the chemical~s free 
ionation). 

rKROSENK SPRAYING: In the absence of BHC, some farmers explained that they 
1ad sprayed kerosene from knapsack sprayers onto bands of young hoppers. We 
iid not observe this practice but they said that the practice proved 
~ffective on only the youngest of nymph instars, and not (for some 
1nexplained·reason) against -the older hoppers. This method of control 
1ppears .not to have been common, probably because of the scarcity of 
anapsack sprayers. 

~FFECTIVENESS: Doubtful control of all hopper instars, and injurious to 
:>asture growth_ 

.. .,_ STAGR OF GROWTH: ADULTS 

Adult Moroccan locusts first appeared in late May in the pr~ 
.nfestation zones, and continued to be seen in both th~ primary and 
~econdary zones up to our departure from the Province in late June. During 
leriods of movement the adults appeared to follow no clear flight path, yet 
.he swarms seemed always to settle into fairly distinct concentrations 
though these groupings were more extensive than hoppers bands). During our 
.our, we did not observe any major local control programme aimed 
;pacifically at adult locusts, ·but the following activities were employed in 
:ome areas: 

ONG BURNING.: Small piles of dry dung were heaped, close to, and up wind 
rom, a vulnerable crop such as ~ature wheat. When locust swarms were 
;een. flying in the cropping area, the dung piles were ignited. Some 
illages believe that the smoke from the resulting fires deters the locusts 
rom settling in their 9rop. 

FFECTIVENESS: No killing of locust occurs, and even as a deterrent the 
ystem has doubtful qualities. 

(14) 
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ROPE DRAGGING: In situations where a swarm has already settled upon a crop 
of maturing wheat, two farmers would take hold of both ends of a rope which 
must be longer than the width of the infested field. Walking in paralle l 
with the rope held taut, the two men then proceed to drag the rope through 
the top of the entire crop. Apparently this action can disturb the locusts 
enough for them to take to the air and fly away, but in an observed case we 
saw that the locusts, once disturbed, took to the air only to redescend. upon 
the same crop. 

EFFECTIVENESS: No killing of locusts, and a doubtful deterrent. 

CHEMICAL SPRAYING: On two occasions we witnessed farmers applying the 
liquid based insecticide, Methavin (which was shipped into the region by the 
Swedish Committee), to adult locusts that were infesting immature crops of 
wheat. The knapsack(20 ltr) spraying of waist high wheat crops was seen to 
be a time consuming and difficult operation to effect. In one case, in a 
primary infestation area, the applicators ran out of water in the middle of 
a 4 ha field of wheat, from where the nearest water source was a 7 hour . 
return journey away. We did not wait around to see if the applicators ever 
returned to complete the job. In the other case in a well watered secondary 
infestation area, chemical had proved effective in killing an entire swarm 
feeding on the crop. However, within days the dead swarm was replaced by 
another swarm, that continued to devour what crop remained from the first 
infestation. Again, more chemical was found (this farmer obviously had a 
good supply "agent") and applied. Once more the locusts dropped dead --· 
but only to be replace by a third swarm some days later. By this stage 
there was virtually nothing left of the once, thick, crop and the farmer in 
despair gave up the spraying. 

EFFECTIVENESS: Excellent kill % on adults (though pirate applicators 
appeared to be using excessively high chemical to water rates) but 
applications of insecticide to adults appears to be far less cost effective 
than applications to hoppers. · 

THE SUNN PEST PROBLEM 

It appears that the province is infested by at least two main forms of 
Sunn Pest (Eurygaster integriceps, and Aelia rostrata) or "Kashafaq" as they 
insects are known locally. Some reports .say that this finger nail sized 
insect first appeared in Afghanistan in Fariab Province (around the 1950~s), 
from where, by 1957, it had spread westwards into Badghis and Herat 
Provinces, and eastwards . into Jozjan and Balkh Provinces. 
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Primary infestation zones 

The primary infestation zones, areas of initial and prime feeding, 
~ppear to exist in all areas that: 

(a) lie between 900m and 1,500m in altitude, and 

(b) produce extensive acreages of wheat. 

~ate: In a few areas, these kashafac zones ·overlap with the lower portions 
Jf the locust primary infestation zones . 

. Reportedly; on arriving in the primary infestation zones in early 
:\pril the adult insects feed on plant sap for ·some days before beginning to 
nate by mid April. After mating, after which the male dies, the females 
?roceed to lay their eggs on the underside of host plant leaves, during a 
?eriod of 1 -3 weeks, before they themselves die. 

Kashafaq eggs hatch over a period of 7 - 10 days, giving birth to 
ninute (1mm) f~rst instar nymphs, which most farmers tend to fail to notice 
~ntil they have matured into the later instars or adults, around mid 
1ay/early June. 

In the primary zones, it seems that the Kashafaq is inflicting its 
greatest 'damage to wheat crops during this late May to early June period. 
rhe main reason for this is probably because the insects have multiplied 
Lnto huge, mature, populations by this t~e, and are thus able to consume 
~reat quantities of crop sap. However, there is another reason why this 
3arly summer damage maybe so severe, particularly to spring wheat which is 
1t critical "seed formation" stage. It maybe that the insects, by removing 
1 plantJs sap, are s£mply compounding the low soil moisture, yield reducing 
factors that already afflict the crops of these low, dryland, areas. 

In these zones we noticed that by mid June, 90% o£ the barley crops 
~ere at or close to the point of harvesting. Of the autumn sown wheat, 
~hough all o£ it was still immature, 90% had matured beyond the "milky" 
3tage. Of the spring sown wheat, which accounted for hal£ of the total 
~heat acreage, approx£mately 90% was still at the Kashafaq vulnerable, 
'milky", stage. 

Travelling through some of these pr~ary infestation zones, we found 
~hat perhaps 60% of spring sown wheat fields were either actively infested 
1ith Kashafaq, or were exhibiting signs of a previous infestation (ears have 
1 ''bleached" appearances). ' Hand threshing inspections of these previously 
lnfested crops revealed that grain development had been reduced by as much 
lS 75% - 100%. 

In the autumn sown wheat fields, we found no more than light 
Lnfestations of Kashafaq (often buff coloured), but we saw signs of earlier 
~nfestations in some two thirds of these, earlier maturing, crops. On 
.napection .o£ the effected crops, we found that grain development was 
~educed by an apparent 25% - 30%. 
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In contrast to wheat, little to no damaged could be seen in any of the 
mature or practically mature barley crops. This barley acreage accounted 
for no more than 10% of any primary zone~s total cereal acreage. 

Farmers of these inspected pr~ary zones reported that although 
Kashafaq had been around since before the war, it only began to cause 
noticeable crop losses four years ago (1986). During the last four seasons, 
they reported that their crops, particularly spring sown wheat, had been 
increasingly damaged by a growing number of Kashafaq swarms. 

~ In mid June; with air temperatures rising into the 30~s (farmers insist 
that the insects dislike hot weather) and the spring sown wheat maturing 
beyond the milky stage, it appears that the insects depart the primary zones 
"flying back to the mountains" as the -farmers report. 

Secondary infestation zones 

The secondary infestation zones are areas that experience later insect 
~ttack/feeding and a lesser acreage of total crop damage. These appear to 
:xist in areas that: 

(a) lie between 1,500m and 2,000m, 

(b) produce significant acreages of cultivated crops, and 

(c) lie under ''flight paths" between zones of primary infestation. and zones 
~f over-wintering. 

~ote: Some of these zones overlap with areas of primary locust infestations, 
~ut by June Kashafaq are able only to infest and damage such areas if wheat 
~raps have survived any earlier locust attacks (such as was seen this season 
in areas of excellent hopper control). 

Because of the cooling effects of altitude, the cultivated crops of 
these zones develop and mature some weeks (and in some cases, months) later 
than those planted in the primary £nfestation zones~ As we saw that 
rashafaq did not arrive in these zones until early June,' it appears that 
insects emerging in April must overfly these zones in preference for the 
~rope in the, warmer, primary infestation zones. However it seems that some 
insects continue to emerge from their over-wintering bushes as _late as June 
(as we observed on two occasions) . Therefore, ''late.. flights of Kashafaq 
nay not descend as far as the primary zones but may instead settle on the 
immature crops of the secondary zones, which by then have warmed. 

Whatever the reality, in mid to late June we found that some 75% of all 
3.utumn sown wheat fields in these zones were e .ither infested with Kashafag 
Jr showed signs that ·they had suffered previous infestations. Inspecting 
:hese crops we found that grain yields had been reduced by some 75 - 100% 
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In one case of total loss, we~found the farmer sickling the still 
immature crop. He explained that if the insect effected crop was cut befo 
it dried off completely, his livestock would still eat the remaining ,straw 
as opposed to rejecting the straw from dry cut crops. 

This sounded plausible, until we noticed that our ever starving horse 
after a few .mouthfuls, seemed to loose interest in eating any more of the 
effected cut straw. 

Kasha£aq control measures 

In the primary infestation zones, where a huge acreage of wheat is 
being damaged annually by Kafshaqs, the distraught farmers complained that 
they knew of no effective control measures. 

As the later maturing, spring sown, wheat is clearly the crop most 
damaged by the insect, we asked the farmers why they could not increase t h 
proportion of autumn sown wheat. They explained that the acreage of autum 
planting was limited by the amount of land a farmer was ab le to cultivate 
~uring the late summer and early autumn period, as this activity was 
restricted by the availability of oxen, man power, and the correct amount 
rainfall to permit ploughing. Secondl~ they explained that though less 
prone to Kashafaq damage than spring wheat, the autumn crops were more pro 
than sp~ing sown crops to serious yield ~eductions from weed infestations . 

Asked why they couldn .. t plant more barley instead of wheat, they lool .. 
3.t us in puzzled manner and asked if we had ever tried to eat the "bread" 
barley. I had not, but as this particular family happened to have some o~ 
this novel dish handy , I decided ~o try some of their barley bread. Afte! 
faining enjoyment during several forced mouthfuls of a dark, bitter tasti 
flat bread I managed to discreetly hide the remainder of the bread, and 
=hange the subject back to wheat. Note: during our travels we in fact 
noticed that many families of the locust/kashafag infestation zones were 
3Upplementing their wheat purchases .with either barley or maize, which are 
:ither cooked by themselves or mixed with wheat flour to make a slightly 
=heaper form of bread. 

While in Badghis, some migrant families from the Qaysar District· of 
Fariab, told us that the Regime officials in Qaysar town had instigated a 
~ashafag insect collection programme during the spring/summer of 1989. 
~armers of the region (reportedly heavily infested with Kashafaq) where 
~ffered Afs 4,000 for every 7kg of insects they could bring to a Regime 
inspection/payment office. Our informer explained that this programme bet 
to work well until the officials noticed that no amount of hand gathering 
from the infested fields was making any impact on the size of the Kashafac: 
~opulations. The programme was reportedly stopped. 
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Possible control measures 

. If uncontrolled, it seems that the escalating cycle of Kashafaq 
infestations will continue to severely reduce the region#s, once surplus, 
wheat production capacity by thousands of tonnes. Possible infestation 
control measures might include: 

AIRCRAFT SPRAYING_ In Iran, where the insect also causes major crop losses, 
we hear that infested fields are contrdlled by low flying aircraft applying 
liquid insecticide. However, the very different topographical and wind 
conditions of Afghanistan may preclude the use of. this Iranian style 
programme_ But if budgets would allow, perhaps helicopters or the 
:=onsiderably cheaper "Mirco-light" aircraft, fitted with "Ultra Low Volume" 
spray nozzles and flying during (light winded) early :mornings, could apply 
insecticide to large areas of the infested zones. These application could 

I 

~e timed to hit the insects before or soon after hatching, before the period 
Jf major c~op damage occur~-

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL AGENTS_ A species of wasp (not butterfly as the farmers 
~eport) reportedly exists that can kill large numbers of Kashafaq by 
3tinging them and laying wasp eggs inside the paralyzed, dying, Kashafaq. 
If enormous numbers of these wasps could be artificially reared and released 
~t the appropriate time, they could cause a considerable reduction in the 
~ashafaq population. The ~ystem would be environmentally very safe. 

~IKR MATURING WHEAT VARJETIKS_ In the primary infestation zones, if 
=arlier maturing spring wheat varieties could be identified, tested, and 
ipproved by the farmers, the planting of such varieties could reduce the 
1igh incidence of crop damage,. 

[NTRODUCTION OF MECHANIZED CULTIVATION_ · Again in the primary zones, the 
:ommercial introduction of · tractors and cultivation implements, would enable 
~he farmers to prepare and . plant a significantly greater acreage of wheat 
iuring the limited autumn season. As this category of crop suffers much 
Less damage than the spring sown crop, this increased autumn planting 
:apacity would enable farmers to reduce the acreag~ · of their overall spring 
~rap, provided their other concern about severe weed infestations could be 
1ddressed_ As farmers are currently cultivating gradients as steep as 50 
iegrees, tractors could not completely replace the utility of draught oxen. 

iPRAYING OVKR~WI~NG SrTKS_ Apparently the thick chitinous, water 
·esistant, sk~ns of the adult Kafshaqs, and their very low respiration rates 
luring hibernation, render insecticide applications to the over-wintering 
lites ineffective. 
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DESTRUCTION OF OVER-WINTERING SITES_ Because of the extensive nature of the 
over-wintering zones, digging up or burning all bushes within these sites is 
not recommended. However!, large numbers of these bushes are annually dug up 
and burnt as cooking fuel ' by the graziers who inhabit these zones during the 
summer months~ Given another few decades, they may well complete the 
removal of all these bushes without any formal encoUragement. 

RknoCTION OF WHEAT ACRKAGK_ At a theoretical level, if a programme could 
supply free wheat to all the families of both the primary and secondary 
infestation zones for one year, a drastic control measure would be for al~ 
the farmers to not plant any cereal crop .for one season. As the insects 
depend upon the carbohydrate rich sap of these crops to build up vital body 
fat reeerves ; during the sUmmer months, the removal of this food source would 
result in very high (if not complete) mortality rates during the following 
winter. This extreme measure is not recommended, .. but - ia ~_used to highlight 
what may well happen, by default, if no other control measures can be 
applied to avert the current situation where farmers are being driven away 
from these areas by continued heavy crop losses. 
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; · THE IMPACT OF THK CURRRNT INSECT INFESTATIONS 

· The current Locust and Kashafaq infestations appear to have the 
following consequences within the region: 

Scarcity of food_ 

The initial effect of the infestations is a drastic reduction in a 
family~s annual food supply. To a people who are basically able to subsist 
by eating only what they themselves grow, the immediate impact of a serious 
~heat yield reduction, is serious hunger. 

Families who own some saleable resources, are forced to trek miles 
across this basically roadless region, to bazaars where they can buy stocks 
~f imported wheat at inflated prices. Those who do not have anything to 
sell must beg or migrate, to avoid starvation. j 

Migration of the worst effected families_ 

Report.edly there are some families who own few or no livestock. These 
families are very vulnerable to crop failures, as they have no source of 
=apital upon which to draw to enable the~ to purchase, wheat until the 
following season. After one crop failure, these families are farced to 
~igrate to ather regions in search of manual employment. It appears that 
nany such families have already departed the infestation zones. In cases 
Nhere a family cannot afford even to migrate (an expensive operation) they 
~eportedly remain to beg or to starve (we heard of people eating grass) in 
their home villages. 

More typically though family groups traditionally owned and fed 
~elatively large fiocks ran~ing from 50 to 800 head. However as some 
famil'ies are now facing the:ir forth year of deficit wheat yields, these 
stock numbers have declined' dramatically. Sheep/goat winter flock numbers 
~ere typically reported to have been reduced by 35 - 60 % during the last 
two years. In addition, many of these families impressed us that wheat and. 
fodder shortages of '.'this winter" would completely f .inisl:i off their flocks, 
1nd force :the families to follow their poorer neighbors to either the regime 
:teld towns or t ·o Iran. Financially, migration to distant Iran is the more 
3xpensive of .the. two options. 

_ . ..., ... ~ - ··· -
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Decline in ~iveatock numbers. 

All surveyed families, living within the infestation zones, reported 
that their livestock numbers had been significantly reduced over the past 2 
or 3 years. In particular they reported sheep and goat flock reductions of 
between 30% - 65%, and commonly of 50%. Some complete losses of family 
flocks were also reported to have occurred. Such families were no longer 
present, having had to migrate to other parts in search of manual work. 

To the majority of families, livestock represent their only real source 
of capital~ During the current period of food deficit, each family has had 
to sell off these assets ini order to purchase wheat from other regions 
(principally ijerat) . These ! excessive sales have caused livestock numbers to 
decline by a factor far greater than their natural reproduction rates. 

Additionally, both locust and kashafaq infestations have seriously 
reduced tHe quality or availability of cereal straw, so vital in this region 
to the winter maintenance of livestock. Poor winter nutrition appears to 
have resulted in heavy losses of all categori~s of livestock. 

This major decline of livestock not only reduces levels of farm 
=apital, but also deprives the families of the essential milk and meat 
portion of their limited diet. In addition, this major reduction of flock 
size reSults in the problem' of a seriously reduced, regional, livestock 
reproduction capacity. 

It appears that families are able to battl~ ag-;-inst ··the ·insect 
infestations only as long as their livestock numbers hold out . Farmers 
repeatedly explained to us that when the bulk of their flock has gone, they 
Nill have no recourse but to migrate. Many farmers of the prime infestat i on 
zones, fear that this day is not far off . 

I. 
I . 

Decrease in wheat acreage_ 

. I 

Within the ·worst of the infestation zones, there is a wide spread 
general loss df confidence in crop farming, which together with a shortage 
:)£ seed, ' oxen,' and even man power has resulted in major reductions of crop 
~creage. In~ome of these zones, little to no wheat ,crop was grown in 
the 1989 .seaeon. : All remaining families of the primary infestation zones 
reported some .degree of wheat acreage reduction, as a . result of past 
infestations. : ~ This ranged from 10% to as much as 65~-

. . ; ..... ~ ~~ ·... .. 
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• However 'with insect infestations causing an increa~ingly high demand 
for "imported" wheat, this demand coupled with an apparent inadequate supply 
system, · is resulting in wheat being marketed in Badghis for prices from 100% 
to 400% higher than wheat prices in Herat city (Afs 300/7kg), just 140km by 
iriveable road away from Qala-i-Now, the provincial capital of Badghis. 

During ciur tour, we found no wheat for sale under Afs S00/7kg (Langar 
in early June), and received reports that in late M~y, prices had been as · 
high as Afs 1,200 (Khatun, and Qaysar). During June,- with the arrival in 
the bazaars of some locally harvested wheat (from some non-infested, 
narginally grain surplus regions), sale prices fell !to the Afs 600 -700/7kg 
level. Howe~er in June in Langar bazaar we ran . across a case of five . 
farmers from :the Kashafaq infested region of Qaysar ;District, Fariab, buying . 
3 donkey loads (400kg in total) of wheat at Afs 600/7kg to take back to 
their family group in Fariab. They reported that as wheat in Qaysar · 
)istrict was not available, and selling for Afs 1,200/?kg in the next 
~azaar of Khatun in Ghormach District, that they had decided to make the 15 
1ay round trip from Qaysar to Langar bazaar to save their limited cash. The 
time an1d physical energy required to complete this trip were negligible 
~onsiderations, compared with the · lOO% ·cash (from selling their sheep) 
3aving ·.they had achieved by coming to Langar _ 

~atly control programmes. 

During 1989, it seems that considerable quantities of Soviet BHC 
insecticide powder were available via the Regime controlled provincial 
~apitals of Herat and Qala-i-Now. Some BHC was rep~rtedly av~ilable to and 
?Urchased by some farmers during 1988, but this see~s . to have been a much 
3maller quantity_ 

Sever~! Mujahideen Tanzeems informed us that they had organised for the 
1elivery of this chemical through some Regime personnel in Herat (Harakat 
~d NIFA together claimed about 100 tonnes). The chemical may have been 
3Upplied free of charge in Herat (as part of the 2,000 tonne annual 
~ontractual supply to Afghanistan from Russia) but by the time it had been 
:ransported in commercial trucks from Herat to central Badghis, · it was 
~eportedly being distributed ~o farmers for a minimum of Afa 1,000 per 25kg 
~ag and up to Afs 2,000 a , bag. Note: mixed with soil, one bag of 12% BHC 
?owder will "dust" a locust infestation area of 25,000 sq/meters. 

~ote: the use of the highly toxic insecticide BHC has reportedly been banned 
vithin the Soviet Union. 
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RECOMMENDED ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES I 

A combination of insect and war related problems seem to be effecting 
~he majority of the region~s population. Accordingly~ we would like to 
n1ggeat the following assistance programmes as possible ways to help 
1lleviate some of the anguish we witnessed in this "forgotten" region of 
\.fghanistan: 1 

\_ 

L 

. . -

I 

A programme to arrange for the parachuting, if po~sible under current 
war conditions, of significant quantities of free wheat into a few of 
the most remote primary insect infestation, zones. 

A programme to supply by vehicle significant quantities of wheat to all 
the accessible bazaars situated in or close to the primary infestation 
zones. The purchase, transportation, handling, and distribution costs 
of this wheat should be 100% subsidised, so that the farmers of the 
region could collect it !from these bazaars, free of charge. The 
distribution could be limited and moni tared through a simple, ye.t 
provincial level, ration-coupon system based on the National Identity 
Card (Taakara). This programme would probably stop any additional 
families from leaving the infestation zones. Note: families would still 
be req~ired to find the considerable amounts of personal time, money, 
and effort required to carry this donated food from the bazaars back to 
their distant homes. 

Alternatively, a programme to supply by vehicle significant quantities 
of wheat to all the accessible bazaars of the region, that would be 
partially subsidised, ~d released commercially to farmers at a price of 
Afs 300/7kg_ This programme would not prevent the migration of the 
"cashless :families" from the region, but it ·Would. greatly · reduce (by 
over 50%) the financial .burdens of the currently wheat purchasing 
families. 

A programme to supply by vehicle significant quantities of BHC 
insecticide to the accessible bazaars in or close to the primary locust 
in£estation zones. Again, if this chemical and its related distribution 
coste could be 100% subsidised, the farmers would be able to collect and 
apply a gr~ater quantity of the chemical to the 1990 outbreak, than they 
could afford to do during 1989. This chemical should be in the hands of 

I 

the farmer~ by 15 March 1990 . 
. i 

A programm~ to prepare short radio bulletins to instruct the farmers how 
best 'to apply locust control insecticides (correct application rates, 
safety precautions, etc), and to organise for the ' tranamiasion of these 
broadcasts before and during peak control times in 1.990, on the BBC 
and/or VOA Pashto and Dari radio services. No village in Afghanistan 
appears to miss these nightly radio broadcast. 

(~ \ 
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F_ A progrhmme -to investigate and test any potentially effective Kashafaq 
control measures, that can be identified_ 'Such a programme would 
initiate projects of a research/trial design, until such time as an 
effective . control measure could be confidently recommended and 
implemented across the entire infestation zones_ 

- ·"'-1;. J o....-~- -

. Note: a map to detail much of what is explained in this report has been 
prepared by us but, as it measures 50cm by lOOcm, it can not be circulated 
along with copies of this narrative report_ In addition, we video recorded 
some interesting images and interviews durLng the tour, which hopefully will 

I ' 
be available a~ a later date for general viewing_ 

I 

I 

I
I 
I 
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